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Abstract

Navigation services in emergency scenes could be an important application of wireless sensor networks

for saving human lives. In this paper, we propose a navigation algorithm which emphasizes on safely guiding

people to quickly escape from a hazardous area. Our design allows multiple exits and multiple emergency

events in the sensing field. At normal time, sensors are responsible for monitoring the environment. When

emergency events are detected, our protocol can quickly identify hazardous areas and sensors can establish

escape paths that are as safe as possible leading to exits. In particular, when surrounded by hazards, sensors

will try to guide people as farther away from emergency locations as possible. Simulation results and our

prototyping experiences are also presented. Compared to existing results, our protocol incurs lower latency

and costs less message overheads.

Keywords: navigation, routing, sensor network, smart building, wireless network.

1 Introduction

The rapid progress of wireless communication and embedded micro-sensing MEMS technologies has made

wireless sensor networks (WSN) possible. A WSN usually needs to configure itself automatically and support

ad hoc routing. Recently, a lot of research works have been dedicated to WSN, including power management,

routing and transportation, self organization, deployment, coverage, and localization.
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Software Technology Project, by MOEA under grant number 94-EC-17-A-04-S1-044, by ITRI, Taiwan, and by Intel Inc.
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Generally speaking, the design of WSN is application-driven. Networks behave based on particular ap-

plication requirements. For example, the habitat-monitoring application in Great Duck Island1, the FireBug

project2, which aims to utilize wireless sensors with GPS to monitor a wildfire, mobile object tracking using

wireless sensor networks [6], and so on.

Navigation applications are explored in [2, 3, 5]. However, these works are not designed with emergency

applications in mind. In emergency applications, such as fire emergency rescues, a safe escape path is more

critical than other factors such as energy consumption. Energy consumption is only important at normal time.

In this paper, assuming that each sensor knows its own location as well as its one-hop neighbors’ locations,

we propose a distributed navigation algorithm that is designed particularly for emergency situations. At nor-

mal time, sensors are responsible for monitoring the environment. When emergency events are detected, our

protocol can quickly separate hazardous areas from safe areas and sensors can establish escape paths that are

as safe as possible leading to exits. In particular, when surrounded by hazards, sensors will try to guide people

as farther away from emergency locations as possible. An important application of the protocol is fire alarm

systems. The proposed algorithm has the following features:

• It incurs low message overhead to converge.

• It works correctly when there are multiple exits and it tolerates multiple emergency events in the sensing

field.

• It incorporates thehazardous regionconcept and guides users via paths that are as safe as possible, where

a sensor is defined to be within a hazardous region if it is within a certain distance from an emergency

location.

In this paper, we adopt the idea in TORA [7] to develop our protocol. TORA is a distributed multi-path

routing algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks. In TORA, each mobile node is assigned atemporal-order

sequence number to support multi-path routing from a source to a specific destination node. TORA expresses

the sequence number as a quintuple. To handle mobility, TORA adopts alink reversalprocedure when some

hosts lose all their outgoing paths. The concept of multi-path routing in TORA fits well to our needs in

emergency navigation services. However, TORA cannot be directly applied to our environment due to several

reasons. First, TORA involves a quintuple to express a node’s weight. This may be too costly for sensors with

weak communication capability (for instance, typically each packet in motes [1] is only 29 bytes). Second,

TORA looks for shorter and multi-path routes, while our navigation service looks for safer, but not necessarily

shorter, escape paths. Third, there are different considerations for users located at hazardous and non-hazardous

1http://www.greatduckisland.net/index.php
2http://firebug.sourceforge.net
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regions. Our navigation service is essentially like an all-to-many routing (from all locations to one or multiple

exits), and emergency locations will disturb the discovery of safe paths.

In our scheme, each sensors is assigned analtitudewhich can be seen as a degree of danger. Sensors near

the exits will be assigned smaller altitudes, and sensors near the emergency locations will be assigned higher

altitudes. The escape paths to exits are along sensors with higher attitudes to those with lower attitudes. Initially,

each sensor is assigned an altitude according to its distance to the nearest exit. When emergency situations

happen, sensors within a certain distance from emergency locations will form hazardous regions by raising

their altitudes. After the above step, local-minimum sensors have to re-compute their altitudes to find ways out.

The link reversalconcept in TORA is used to solve this problem. In particular, for quick convergence, we use

the variation of neighboring sensors’ altitudes to increase a local-minimum sensor’s altitude. The algorithm

converges as long as all sensors (excluding exit sensors located on exits) finds their ways out. Our simulation

and implementation results show that the proposed scheme can achieve the goals of navigation safety and quick

convergence.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 presents our navigation

algorithm. Simulation results are shown in Section 4. Our prototyping experiences are reported in Section 5.

Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Works

In the following, we introduce some previous navigation works. Reference [2] introduces an algorithm to guide

a robot to a goal. Sensor nodes act as signposts for the robot to follow. Each sensor determines the direction

to which the robot should move by computing a probability value for each of its neighbors. A neighbor with

a higher probability means that it is closer to the goal. Reference [5] is most related to our work. In [5], it is

assumed that there are multiple emergency points (calledobstacles) and one exit in the environment. The goal

is to find a navigation path from each sensor to the exit without passing any obstacles. The concept ofartificial

potential fieldsis used to design the algorithms. Basically, the exit will generate anattractive potential, which

pulls sensors to the exit, and each obstacle will generate arepulsive potential, which pushes sensors away from

it. Each sensor will calculate its potential value and tries to find a navigation path with the least total potential

value. This result is also applied to other application scenarios, such as robot navigation and distributed search

and rescue, in [3].

Although the algorithm in [5] is shown to be able to find a shorter and safer path from each sensor to the

exit, it has the following drawbacks. First, it may incur high message overheads. Since navigation directions

are constructed from the exit to other sensors, a minor change of potential in a sensor nearby the exit may cause

many other sensors to recompute their potentials, thus causing a lot of message exchanges and even delays
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Figure 1: Some navigation scenarios when the hazardous region is defined as two hops from the emergency

size.

in making the navigation decision. (This will be further evaluated in Section 4.) Second, the algorithm has

no concept of hazardous regions. With shortest-path routing, this algorithm may determine a path that is very

close to the emergency location. Consider Fig. 1(a), where there are two exits, A and B. When an emergency

is detected in C, according to [5], some users may be directed to B, which is undesirable because they will

pass the hazardous region. Guiding users as in Fig. 1(b) will be more desirable because only users inside the

hazardous region are directed to exit B.

3 The Proposed Navigation Protocol

Consider a sensor network deployed in a 2D indoor environment. Each sensor knows its own location in the 2D

plane. By overhearing wireless signals, a sensor can form wireless links with its neighbors. On the other hand,

depending on how the plane is partitioned, a sensor can form navigation links with its neighbors. Note that

because of radio’s penetration capacity, a wireless link does not necessarily imply a navigation link. We assume

that navigation links are defined at the deployment stage through manual configuration. From navigation links,

we can construct anavigation graph. In the following discussion, all operations are refereed to the navigation

graph. However, the underlying message exchange is through wireless links.

Our design emphasizes on the correctness in discovering escape paths even if passing hazardous areas is

inevitable. Each sensor is assigned analtitude. When emergencies happen, sensors will update their altitudes

in response to these events. Navigation is done by simply following a sequence of sensors with decreasing

altitudes. The algorithm can be divided into two phases:initialization phaseandnavigation phase. In the

initialization phase, each sensor will be configured with an initial altitude. Sensors located at the exits will be

assigned the lowest altitudes. Initial altitudes of non-exit sensors will be proportional to their hop distances

to their nearest exits. The navigation phase starts when any emergency event is detected. Sensors near the
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emergency locations will raise their altitudes to form hazardous regions. Our protocol will avoid guiding users

passing the hazardous regions, if possible. After hazardous regions are formed, some sensors may have local

minimum altitudes. Thepartial link reversalconcept in [7] will be used to solve this problem.

3.1 Initialization Phase

The purpose of the initialization phase is to assign each sensor an altitude according to its hop distance to

the nearest exit. Sensors locating at exits are calledexit sensors, which will broadcastInitial packets to start

this phase. AnInitial packet is composed of three fields: senderID, exit sensorID, and hopcount. In exit

sensors’ broadcasts, the hopcount field is set to zero. A sensor receiving anInitial packet should increment

the hopcount by one and accept this value as its initial altitude unless it has a smaller altitude. Then it re-

broadcasts theInitial packet with the updated hopcount. After each sensor had its altitude, the initialization

phase completes. From time to time, exit sensors have to restart the initialization phase to take care of possible

topology changes. Through the above process, each sensor also keeps a neighbor table, in which each entry is

of the format<neighborID, is exit, altitude> to keep track of each neighbor’s status.

3.2 Navigation Phase

When emergency events are detected, the navigation phase starts. The goal is to allow each sensor to choose a

neighbor with the smallest altitude as its escape direction. Below, we first introduce some notations.

• D: a constant such that any sensor whose distance to any emergency location is less than or equal to this

value is considered within a hazardous region. In this paper, we use hop count to calculate the distance.

• Aemg: a large constant to be assigned to a sensor that detects an emergency event.

• Ai: the altitude of sensori.

• Ii: the altitude of sensori obtained in the initialization phase.

• ei,j : the hop count from an emergency sensori to a sensorj.

• EMG packet: the emergency notification packet, which has five fields: (1) event sequence number, (2)

ID of the sensor which finds the emergency event, (3) sender’s ID, (4) altitude of the sender, and (5) hop

count from the sender to the emergency sensor.

Let’s assume that a sensorx detects an emergency. It will set its altitude toAemg and immediately broadcast

an EMG(seq, x, x, Aemg, 0) packet. The packet will be flooded in the network. The following rules summarize

the actions to be taken when a sensory receives from a sensorw an EMG(seq, x, w, Aw, h) packet originated

from x.
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1. y judges if this is a new emergency by checking the tuple (seq, x).

(a) If this is a new emergency event toy, y records this event and setsex,y to h + 1.

(b) Otherwise,y checks ifh + 1 < ex,y. If so,y changesex,y to h + 1.

Theny recordsw’s altitude (Aw) in its neighbor table. Moreover, ifw = x andx is an exit sensor,

y should clear the flagis exit in the entry forx in its neighbor table to avoid guiding users into this

emergency location.

2. If ex,y was changed in step 1 andex,y ≤ D, y considers itself within the hazardous region formed by

sensorx. Theny re-calculates its altitude as follows:

Ay = max{Ay, Aemg × 1
e2
x,y

+ Iy}. (1)

In our design, the altitude of a sensor inside a hazardous region is increased by an amount inversely

proportionate to the square of its distance to the emergency location. The valueIy is included because

we intend to reflecty’s distance to its nearest exit. Themax function is to take into account thaty may

be located within multiple hazardous regions and thus may receive multiple EMG packets from different

sources. In this case, the new altitude ofy should reflect its distance to the nearest emergency location.

3. Sensory has to check if it has a local minimum altitude, unlessy is an exit sensor. Ify is a local minimum

(i.e., its altitude is less than all its neighbors’), it adjusts its altitude as follows:

Ay = STA(ANy )× 1
|Ny| + min{ANy}+ δ, (2)

whereNy is the set of all neighbors ofy, STA(ANy ) is the standard deviation of the altitudes of sensors

in Ny, andδ is a small constant. The basic idea of using standard deviation is for quick response to

emergency situations. When altitudes of sensors inNy vary significantly, it is likely thaty is near a

hazardous region. Then it should increase its altitude more quickly to avoid becoming a local minimum

again. The fixed constantδ is to guarantee convergency. Its value should be carefully chosen because a

largeδ may easily guide sensors to cross hazardous regions. On the other hand, a smallδ may cost too

many message exchanges although it may help find safer paths. The reciprocal of|Ny| is to reflect the

number of possible choices that a sensor has to select escape directions. A sensor that has less neighbors

will increase its altitude in a faster manner to get away from its local minimum situation. These designs

will speed up the convergency time of our algorithm. Also note that each sensor has to keep on going

back to this step to check if it becomes a local minimum again.

4. Finally, y broadcasts an EMG(seq, x, y, Ay, ex,y) packet if any of the following conditions is true:

(a) This is a new emergency packet heard byy.
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(b) Sensory has changedAy or ex,y in the previous steps.

We remark that the above step 3 adopts the concept ofpartial reversalto adjust local minimum nodes’

altitudes. We do not adopt thefull reversalapproach in our design because it may easily guide users in a non-

hazardous region to pass through a hazardous region even unnecessarily. Using partial reversal can help guide

users to route around a hazardous region. This will be justified by our simulation.

Finally, we discuss how a sensor chooses its escape direction when emergencies happen. When a user

is inside a hazardous region and there is an exit sensor nearby, we may guide users either to this exit or to

other exits in non-hazardous regions. In our work, we choose a hybrid approach. Sensors inside hazardous

regions can choose an exit sensor that is also in hazardous regions if the former is within one-hop from the

latter. However, sensors in non-hazardous regions will never choose an exit inside hazardous regions unless

it is surrounded by hazardous regions or there are not proper exits in safe areas. If this case, sensors will

keep on increasing their altitudes until reaching a level higher than those of sensors in hazardous regions. We

summarize the escape rules for any sensory as follows:

1. If y is in hazardous regions and it sees an exit sensor which is inNy and which is also in hazardous

regions, theny chooses this exit sensor.

2. In all other cases,y directs users to its neighboring sensor which has the lowest altitude.

We claim that as long as there exists at least one exit sensor which is not located in an emergency location,

the protocol can find an escape path for each non-exit sensor in a finite number of steps. To prove this, observe

that disregarding exit sensors, a sensor has no escape path only if it is a local minimum. Sinceδ is a non-zero

constant, the protocol has a progress property in the sense that the number of sensors which have no escape

paths will reduce. So this protocol will converge.

Finally, we comment on the value ofAemg, which will affect the navigation results. A value that is too

small may result in altitudes at the boundaries of hazardous regions that are smaller than some sensors’ initial

altitudes. To avoid this problem, assuming that the maximum altitude in initial phase isMAXini, the value of

Aemg should be at least larger thanMAXini×(D+1)2.

3.3 Some Navigation Examples

In the following, we show some typical navigation scenarios in our scheme. Fig. 2(a) represents the scenario

where hazardous regions do not form a closed region. After forming hazardous regions, sensors A, B, and C

may temporarily become a local minimum. However, suppose that sensor D already found an escape path.

Later on, A, B and C will eventually find their escape paths via D. In Fig. 2(b), sensors A, B, and C are

surrounded by a hazardous region. In this scenario, these three sensors should raise their altitudes to a level
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Figure 2: Some navigation examples of our algorithm.

higher than the altitude of at least one sensor in the hazardous region. Assume that sensor D has the smallest

altitude in the hazardous region. With a properδ, our algorithm will likely to guide users via D in most cases.

Fig. 2(c) is similar to the previous case except that sensors A, B and C are all inside the hazardous region. So

the escape paths for these sensors would be similar. In Fig. 2(d), there is an exit sensor in the hazardous region.

Sensors A, B, C, and D, which are direct neighbors of the exit sensor, will guide users to that exit. Sensors that

are not direct neighbors of the exit will guide users to leave the hazardous region via shortest paths first, and

then to other exits outside the hazardous region, unless there are no such exits.

Fig. 3 shows how altitudes change in a 7×7 grid network withD=2. Three emergency events occur in

coordinates (S2,4), (S6,7), and (S5,2), in that order. An exit is located in (S1, 7). Changes of altitudes are

shown in both side views and top views. Altitudes are expressed in dB. Navigation paths are from sensors with

higher altitudes to sensors with lower altitudes.

4 Simulation Results

This section presents our simulation results. We first consider a 10×10 grid networks. Each sensor has four

navigation links to neighboring sensors on its east, west, north, and south.Aemg is set to 200 andδ is set to

0.1. We compare our algorithm with the one in [5]. We use packet count and convergence time as performance

metrics. Note that the packet count does not include packets used during the initialization phase. An unslotted

CSMA/CA protocol following the IEEE 802.15.4 [4] is simulated with a data rate of 20 kbps. The convergence

time is measured inms.

Fig. 4 shows our simulation results. In case 1, the sensor located in the middle of the network detects an

emergency event. However, this emergency event does not change the relative altitudes of neighboring sensors.
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Figure 3: Examples of altitude changes when three emergency events occur in coordinates (S2, 4), (S6, 7), and

(S5, 2).

So our algorithm only spends very few messages and quickly converges. In case 2, the placement of sensors is

the same as the first case, except that an emergency is detected by the exit sensor A. Although both algorithms

will compute the same navigation paths, the algorithm in [5] will incur more messages, because sensors near

A will first be attracted to, and then repelled from, A. In case 3, an emergency event is detected near exit A.

As shown in the figure, without the concept of hazardous region, [5] will guide some users to pass through

the hazardous region, which is undesirable. Our algorithm can effectively avoid guiding users through the

hazardous region. In case 4, some sensors are bounded by hazardous regions. Although guiding users through

hazardous regions is inevitable, our scheme will choose paths that are as farther away from emergency locations

as possible. In case 5, we add one more exit in the lower-left corner. The algorithm in [5] will direct some

sensors to pass the hazardous regions to reach that exit, but the problem can be avoided in our algorithm. Case

6 shows a scenario that the network is almost partitioned by emergencies. Again, we see that the navigation

paths discovered by our algorithm are safer than what are discovered by [5].

Fig. 5 illustrates our navigation results in networks with various forms. As can be seen, our scheme can

effectively lead people to exits and avoid hazardous regions. These results also imply that our protocol can be

applied to variable forms of buildings. We have also simulated our algorithm in a large-scale sensor network

with 2500 sensor nodes. There are 1% to 5% of random sensors being selected as exits, and 1% of random

sensors as emergency points. The parameterD is set to 5. The convergence times of 1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, and

5% exit sensors are 21.6s, 10s, 9.1s, 2.9s, and 2.0s, respectively. This result demonstrates that our algorithm
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Figure 4: Comparison of packet count and convergence time (inms) in a 10×10 grid network.

is quite scalable when applying to large networks.

D is an important parameter in our algorithm, which is used to form hazardous regions. While the value

of D is to reflect the dangerous range affected by an emergency event, its value may also affect the navigation

results and system performance. For a small network, aD that is too large is meaningless, because a few

emergency events may result in a network which is all covered by hazardous regions. Fig. 6(a) shows different

settings ofD in a 10×10 grid network. A smallD may result in users being guided via paths close to emergency

sources. On the contrary, a largeD can help find safer paths, but the message overhead also increases. Fig. 6(b)

shows the effects ofδ andAemg on the quality of escape paths and message overheads. We observe that using

a smallerAemg with a largerδ may make it easier to guide users to cross hazardous regions (as the third case in

Fig. 6(b)). This is because a largerδ may quickly increase the altitudes of sensors with local minimum to values

larger than those a sensors in hazardous regions. We thus recommend to use a relatively largerAemg with a

relatively smallerδ. In our current design, these parameters,D, Aemg andδ, are configured at the deployment

stage, and can be determined via simulations by manual involvement.

5 Prototyping Experiences

We have developed a prototyping system by MICAz motes [1]. We use photo sensors, which can read light

degrees, to simulate and trigger emergency events. A sensor which senses a light degree above a threshold is
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considered detecting an emergency event and will broadcast EMG packets. Since broadcast communications

are not reliable [8], packets may be lost. So we enforce sensors to periodically rebroadcast EMG packets to

improve reliability.

A 4×5 grid network is tested, as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 also shows both our simulation and real experimen-

tal message costs and navigation paths. Due to packet loss, slightly higher message overheads can be seen in

experimental results. Navigation directions are reflected by LEDs of motes. Since the network scale is small,

the navigation paths in both simulations and experiments are exactly the same.

6 Conclusions

We have developed a novel navigation protocol for emergency applications based on wireless sensor networks.

Our design emphasizes on safety of navigation paths and quick convergency. Our approach is based on the par-

tial link reversal concept to route users as farther away from hazardous regions as possible. Simulation results

and prototyping experiences are reported to verify the correctness and performance of the proposed protocol.

Future research directions including improving our user interfaces (such as LED display) and extending our

results to 3D environments.
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